
5 Best Supernatural Romance Novels for Spring 2022

Lycans, Shifters and Vampires, Oh YES!

In summer we long for a novel to escape into, especially if we can’t scrounge up enough
paid leave for that ideal getaway. Below in no particular order are 5 romance novels that
will sweep you off your feet with a rush of black magic.

1. Mysteries Around Him by Chloe Higgins



Chloe Higgins delivers yet again on her latest supernatural vampire novel!

Higgins engages her readers from the first sentence and keeps them hooked for more.

Her paranormal romance world building is deep enough to keep you hooked for more without

overcomplicating the plot. I found myself picking out details and savoring them like:

‘He never takes his eyes off me, and he doesn't seem fazed that I'm

watching such an intimate moment as he continues to stare back.’ (Higgins

Ch 4)

The small town protagonist Hallie is a relatable, capable protagonist with clear and reasonable

motivations. A wonderful example of this is illustrated is how she shyly approaches her

relationship with her vampire love interest, River Knight.



River Knight is also carefully penned and increasingly developed in an exciting way. I couldn't get

enough of his little mysteries, like where does his signet ring come from, and why does he tell

Hallie about it, but not anyone else?

Along with a winning main love pair, the serial killer subplot keeps me scrolling for more!

In short, this is a vampire novel perfect for a summertime evening on a balcony sipping an

Aperol Spritz.

Read Mysteries Around Him here on Kindle Vella, Webnovel, and Dreame!

2. Lost in Havana by Aneesa Wilcox

I lost myself in Aneesah Wilcox's new smoldering wolf shifter novel.



Aneesah Wilcox, who goes by pen name AZW, settles you down into a paranormal world where

a wolf shifter Alpha, Michael, has to decide between his pack’s needs, and a magnetic human

woman named Havana.

See what AZW did there? Havana isn't a place, she's the love interest!

Another unique aspect about this enticing novel is that it's told from Michael's perspective, a

fresh take on the genre that frequently has the main perspective be from a female protagonist.

Furthermore, what sets this book apart from other wolf shifter novels is the tense internal conflict

keeping Michael apart from Havana.

Michael’s father is a male shifter and his mother a female human and their marriage ended in

disaster. He is terrified of becoming like his father, who mistreats and uses everyone for his own

personal gain.

‘...I’m scared. I don’t want to become like dad. I don’t want a love like [my

mother's].’ (AZW Ch 10)

Yet, despite these fears Michael finds himself transfixed by Havanna, and her unfortunate

challenges and hardships. These two protagonists each have their own demons they must

vanquish themselves.

This novel is perfect for those days you’re too sunburned to go outside, and need an

indoor treat!

Read Lost In Havana here on Kindle Vella, Webnovel, and Dreame!

3. Vampire P.I. by MT



Madison Thompson masters supernatural romance and mystery with Vampire P.I.

A serial killer thriller with vampires lurking in every alley? I'm in!

Madison Thomspon, who goes by her pen name M.T., has expertly crafted a story centered

around Claire, a new detective on the Detroit police force with sharp instincts, and relentless

dedication.

Her first day on the job she jumps at the chance to go to a crime scene, another victim of the

serial killer known as ‘The Drainer’. M.T. introduces us to the scene without too much detail to

lose us, but with enough so that you're on the edge of your seat.

In the middle of assessing the body, Claire’s instincts go on high alert.

‘It feels like that moment in a horror movie when something is watching

you from beyond the flickering light.’(M.T. Ch 2)



M.T. vacuums us into the scene, and I could not keep my eyes off my phone as I felt myself

become the main character. The man that walks down the alley is in fact a P.I. assigned to the

case, Nathaniel Ballard.

Yet, this helpful, intelligent P.I. isn't what he seems!

This novel is perfect for a quiet, but maybe not too quiet, night in sipping a cold

brew.

Read Vampire PI here on Kindle Vella, Webnovel, and Dreame!

4. Lycan My Crush by MT

Madison Thompson does it again with her new smash novel Lycan My Crush!

Two novels in one season for MT?! She just proves you can produce quantity and quality writing.



Lycan My Crush takes an old, tired trope, polishes it up, and ROCKS IT OUT OF THE PARK!

M.T. is a blessing to the romance novel scene, especially with how she writes her bubbly

protagonist, Shania, filming a vlog about moving into her new dorm room for her social media

accounts.

Shania's a singer, performer, and influencer, and while that may make her seem unrelatable, MT

portrays her in a way so we can put ourselves in her shoes. Unfortunately for Shania, her

mother controls almost every aspect of her life, including how she styles her hair.

Another reason I found myself relating to Shania is because she has a crush on someone, and

she doesn’t know what to do with it.

This is when MT works her magic and turns the ‘Bad Lycan’ trope on its head, and makes

Shania’s love interest, Felix, a Lycan!

‘I watched in middle school as this happy-go-lucky guy became a reclusive

introvert who tried to avoid people, even his friends, out of fear of hurting

them.’(MT Ch 2)

Typically, Lycans are used as a negative foil to Wolf Shifters.

While wolf shifters turn into big wolves (think Jacob in Twilight) and are the fan favorite to root

for, Lycans transform into what we think of as a horror movie werewolf, and are usually

portrayed as violent and nefarious.

This novel is perfect for picnicking at a park under a tree, sipping some sangria!

Read Lycan My Crush here on Kindle Vella, Webnovel, and Dreame!

5. Night Blessed by JL Archeron



J.L. Archeron's Night Blessed is a suspenseful ride of romance and secrecy!

Who wouldn't want to read about a tough half-vampire heroine taking on the King of the Damned?

Night Blessed introduces you to a world where humans and vampires co-exist, and the power

struggles of New Haven city teeter on a razor-blade.

Our protagonist. Emily, works for the Supernatural Secret Society tracking down murderous

vampires. And since this is far from a normal job, our main character is far from normal as well:

she is half-vampire, half-human.

She exemplifies a lot of qualities that we look up to in others, such as courage and resiliency.

Yet, she is shown with flaws of her own, like her distrust of others.

‘Another day, another dead human.’ (Archeron Ch 1)



What I love about this romance story, however, is that Emily isn't immediately introduced to our

love interest. Instead, we get a measured glimpse into her personal life which while tragic, isn't

milked for everything it's worth.

She doesn't sit and weep about her circumstances, she takes charge of her life.

One way she does this is getting close to Ezra, her vampire love interest, who is everything Emily

is told to avoid.

With this novel, in terms of writing quality and romantic tension you will not be disappointed!

This novel is perfect for spicing up your mundane lunch hour at work!

Read Night Blessed here on Kindle Vella, Webnovel, and Dreame!

With these five serialized novels on at least three different apps and platforms, you’d be missing

out if you didn’t dive into a world where real life meets supernatural conflict and passion!

Also, be on the lookout for my next 5 recommendations for contemporary romance novels!


